
 
Appendix A. Table Outlining Color Coding System 

Color Object (Bin/Paper) Description 

Blue Paper 
Patient's Medication List; once 
signed by the MD, it is a 
prescription 

The color signals internally that this is a functional document. This is a list of 
chronic medications, directions & dosages that the patient was prescribed in the 
last visit. Once the medication room prints this list out, they include hand-written 
notes with anything they want to highlight to the MD about the treatment plan, in 
the  context  of  the  patient’s  Rx  history  (such  as  – “how  is  the  change  in  dosage  
working?”,  etc).  The  medicines  outlined  are  pre-filled in a blue bin in the 
Medication Room. The document is then included in the patient file for one of 
the volunteer doctors. While with the patient, the doctor uses the document as a 
reference, makes any edits to the prescription list directly on the document, and 
then signs it. The signed document then serves as a prescription for the 
Medication Room, where it is returned to be filled while the patient is in the 
exam room. Filled prescriptions are brought directly to the exam room.  

Pink Paper 
Patient's Medication List; for 
reference only, it is NOT ever a 
prescription 

This list for the specialist/ doctor, only for review & reference purposes. Does 
not have a functional purpose in the Rx filling process. 

Blue Bin It is a blue bin 
The color identifies prescriptions for patients whose drug therapy has NOT 
changed from their last visit. These prescriptions are pre-filled before clinic, 
helping to speed up the dispensing process. When a signed blue Rx list comes in 
with no changes, the prescription can be taken directly.  

Red Bin It is a red Bin 

The color identifies prescriptions for patients whose drug therapy has changed 
from their last visit. When a signed blue Rx list comes in with changes, the pre-
filled medications are moved from a blue bin to a red bin (and physically moved 
to  the  “red  bin  area”  on  the  other  side  of  the  medication  room),  where  changes  
and/or additions are made. It will help the drug dispenser to highlight the new 
changes and/or additions with the patient. 


